Accounting Studies (2ACS2)
Sih, R & Sarantaugus, A 2008, Accounting Studies SACE 2 Workbook (3rd edition), Greg Eather in association with Adelaide Tuition Centre, Adelaide
*Box, N 2007, VCE Accounting: Unit 3 & 4 (4th edition), K, King (ed), Macmillan, Victoria
*Foreman, J & Osborne, T 2000, Accounting: The Study Guide, Fossick Publisher, South Australia

Biology (2BIO2)
Le Cornu, B & Diercks, T 2002, Biology: Levels of Life (2nd edition), South Australian Science Teachers Association, South Australia

Chemistry (2CHM2)
Morton, B, Evans, C & McCann, M 2008, Chemistry SACE2 Workbook (6th. edition), Greg Eather in association with Adelaide Tuition Centre, Adelaide
*SASTA Chemistry Study Guide 2009, C Evans (ed), South Australian Science Teachers Association, South Australia
(to be purchased later as latest edition will be available only in June/July 2010)

Economics (2ECO2)
Webster, N 2007, Economics Key Ideas SACE Stage 2 (3rd edition), Greg Eather in association with Adelaide Tuition Centre, Adelaide

English as Second Language Studies (2ESP2)
Little Oxford English Dictionary (9th Edition)

IT Studies (2ITY2)
Shelly, GB & Vermaat, ME 2009, Discovering Computers 2010, Shelly Cashman Series, Boston

Legal Studies (2LGS2)
Bailey, G 2008, Legal Studies: Key Ideas SACE Stage 2 (revised edition 2008), Greg Eather in association with Adelaide Tuition Centre, Adelaide
Bash, B 2008, Legal Studies SACE 2 Workbook (5th. edition), Greg Eather in association with Adelaide Tuition Centre, Adelaide

Mathematical Studies (2MSU2)
*Mathematical Association of South Australia (MASA) 2009, Year 12 Mathematical Studies: Study & Revision Guide, Haese & Harris Publication, Adelaide
Physics (2PHY2)

Psychology (2PSY2)
Spencer, P & Hartstone, M 2007, Psychology for South Australia Stage 2, Jacaranda, Australia
*Psychology: Key Ideas Stage 2 (2nd edition), P Whetham, A Day & L Whetham(eds), Greg Eather in association with Adelaide Tuition Centre, Adelaide

Specialist Mathematics (2MSL2)

*Optional

Please check on the prices at the University Book Store at No. 20, 1st Floor, Jalan SS15/8, 47500 Subang Jaya. Tel: 603-566388630
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